ABSTRACT. We define uniform distribution in compact metric space with respect to the Buck's measure density originated in [Buck, R. C.: The measure theoretic approach to density, Amer. J. Math. 68 (1946), 560-580]. Weyl's criterion is derived. This leads to an existence result.
The notion of uniformly distributed sequence is originated by Hermann Weyl in 1916 in the paper [WEY] for the real valued sequences. In this paper only the fractional parts of elements of given sequence are substantial. Thus the object of observations are the elements of the unit interval. Let us remark Weyl use the expression uniform distribution modulo 1. Later this notion was generalizes for compact metric and topological spaces. For the survey we refer to the monographs [H] , [K-N] , [D-T] , [P] .
Denote by N the set of positive integers. If for a subset A ⊂ N there exists the limit lim n→∞ card{k ∈ A; k ≤ n} n := d(A) then we say that the set A has the asymptotic density and we call the value d(A) the asymptotic density of A. This set function is finitely additive probability measure and its properties are described for instance in [NAR] , [P] , [PAS3] . Let (M, ρ, λ) be the compact metric space with the metric ρ and Borel measure λ. Suppose that {x n } is a sequence and S an arbitrary set. Denote
It is well known that the sequence {x n } of elements of M is called uniformly distributed if and only if for every measurable set S ⊂ M such that λ(∂S) = 0, there holds that A S, {x n } has asymptotic density equal λ(S), (see [WEY] , [K-N] , [D-T] , [P] ). A measurable set S which fulfils the condition λ(∂S) = 0 is called the set of λ-continuity. The following is well-known characterization of uniform distribution. In this paper we shall study the special case of uniform distribution related to other type of finitely additive probability measure, so called Buck's measure density constructed in [BUC, 1946] 
is called the measure density of the set S. The system of sets
is the set algebra and the restriction μ = μ * | Dµ is the finitely additive probability measure on D µ .
A sequence {x n } of the elements of M is called Buck's uniformly distributed if for every set of λ-continuity S we have
We say that a sequence of positive integers {k n } is uniformly distributed if for every m ∈ N and integer r A r+(m), {k n } has asymptotic density equal 1 m . In [PAS3, Theorem 7, p. 49] , the following characterization of the algebra D µ is given. 
Ì ÓÖ Ñ º Arbitrary set H ⊂ N belongs to D µ if and only if
for every uniformly distributed sequence of positive integers {k n }. Clearly for the sequence {x n } of elements of M and
Thus the sequence {x n } is Buck's uniformly distributed if for every set of λ--continuity S there holds
and so by the same procedure as in the proof of Theorem in [K-N] 
for every real valued continuous function f defined on M and for every sequence of positive integers {k n } which is uniformly distributed.
The implication ⇒ follows from the fact that every continuous real valued function on M can be uniformly approximated by the functions in the form c 1 χ S 1 + · · · + c r χ S r where S 1 , . . . , S r are the sets of λ continuity. The opposite implication can be proved by the Urysohn's lemma. For the details we refer to [K-N] .
Theorem 1 can be formulated in the equivalent form.
Let {x n } be a sequence of elements of M. Then this sequence is Buck's uniformly distributed if and only if for every sequence of positive integers {k n } which is uniformly distributed the sequence {x k n } is uniformly distributed, too.
A sequence {x n } of elements of M is called polyadically continuous if and only if for every ε > 0 there exists m ∈ N that
Since every continuous real valued function on M is uniformly continuous we obtain that for a continuous function f and polyadically continuous sequence {x n } of elements of M is the arithmetic function g(n) = f (x n ) polyadically continuous, we obtain directly from the properties of polyadically continuous arithmetic functions, (see [P] ).
ÓÖÓÐÐ ÖÝº A polyadically continuous sequence {x n } of elements of M is Buck's uniformly distributed if and only if it is uniformly distributed.
The existence of various type of uniformly distributed sequence in real case is provided by the construction of numerous examples. In more abstract cases the existence of such sequences should be provided by some arguments. In the paper [H] there is constructed uniformly distributed sequence in compact metric space. Motivated by this paper, using the same procedure we prove the following property. 
Ì ÓÖ Ñ 2º
iv) The indices in iii) are ordered in such a way that
The property i) provides that every real valued continuous function defined on M can be uniformly approximated by the linear combination of the functions χ S j m
The Van der Corput sequence defined by the power expansion of positive integers (see [K-N] , [PAS3] ) is an example of the sequence of elements of interval [0, 1] which is Buck's uniformly distributed. Thus we can suppose that such sequence exists in this interval. Let {γ n } be a sequence Buck's uniformly distributed in [0, 1] .
To each cover S m we can associate the finite system of interval I is non empty. Consider now such sequence {x n } of elements of M that x n ∈ D(γ n ), n = 1, 2, . . . We prove that this sequence is Buck's uniformly distributed. Let {k n } be arbitrary uniformly distributed sequence of positive integers. Denote for
Let Z denote the system of all sets of the form ∪
Thus using the fact that the sequence {x k n } is uniformly distributed in [0, 1] we obtain that for every S ∈ Z we have λ * (S) ≥ λ (S) .
From the other side we consider that for every open set G there holds
λ(G) = sup λ(S); S ⊂ G, S ∈ Z .
Thus for every closed set F and every ε > 0 there exists a set S ∈ Z that S ⊂ M \ F and λ(S ) > λ(M \ F ) − ε. This yields
Since ε is arbitrary we obtain λ * (F ) ≤ λ(F ). Therefore for every S ∈ Z it holds λ * (S) = λ * (S) = λ(S) and the assertion follows from v).
We conclude with following remark. Let B be the set of all Buck's uniformly distributed sequences of elements of M. Since each such sequence is well distributed (see [K-N] , [N] ) we obtain directly from the result of [N] , (see also [K-N] ), that λ ∞ (B) = 0, where λ ∞ is the product measure on the space of all sequences of elements of M.
